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Expanding the IR with Emeritus Publications

Erin Jerome, Open Access & Institutional Repository Librarian, UMass Amherst
Proposed Project:

Work with liaison librarians to pick out one emeritus (or soon-to-be) emeritus faculty member a semester who would like their work to be showcased in ScholarWorks@UMass Amherst.

Create SelectedWorks page for faculty member in addition to adding their work to ScholarWorks.
Test Run 1: Julian Tyson, 2015 Public Engagement Fellow and Professor Emeritus

Tyson’s research focuses on developing reliable methods for individuals to measure arsenic content of food at home.

252 articles (1974 - 2016):

- 20 articles concerned with education, teaching, and learning
- 153 articles in primary refereed journals
- 36 review articles in primary refereed journals
- 53 articles in other scientific journals
Tyson: Self-Archiving Policy Evaluation

- 180 - post-print
- 40 - pre- or post-print
- 7 - pre-print only
- 12 - not on SHERPA/RoMEO
- 8 - SHERPA/RoMEO ungraded journals
- 5 - Open Access
Tyson: SelectedWorks Stats
Tyson: Digital Commons Stats
Tyson Project: Statistics

Hours worked searching, evaluating, uploading (October 2016 - February 2017):
• Liaison Librarian – 14
• Scholarly Communication student assistant - 100+

Number of ILL requests: 50 (including document delivery)

Cost of ILL requests: $99

Works uploaded (ScholarWorks and SelectedWorks profile): 180

Works waiting to be uploaded: 72
• Incorrect articles sent through ILL, difficult to find articles, avoiding student fatigue
Test Run 2: William MacKnight, Polymer Science and Engineering

MacKnight has received numerous awards for his research and has been named a John Simon Guggenheim Memorial Foundation Fellow.


- 264 scanned
- 76 not scanned (missing from provided binders)
- 254 uploaded to SelectedWorks
MacKnight: Self-Archiving Policy Evaluation

- 18 Post-Print
- 86 Post-Print after 12 month embargo
- 236 To be determined...
MacKnight: Selected Works Stats
Next up?

Selected Works of Peter Elbow

Professor Emeritus, Department of English

Some of these texts are final versions I sent to the publisher—and thus lack some final copy editing from professional copyeditors. You can reach me at elbow@english.umass.edu. Also at 413-545-4447.

I have posted a few chapters from my most recent book (2013) "Verbal Elocution: What Speech Can Bring to Writing: A Practical Guide to the Art of Writing and Speaking". Check the "Works" tab to get the full book.

Articles (21)

**Using Careless Speech for Careful, Well Crafted Writing—Whatever Its Style**

Peter Elbow

I now have the opportunity to correct a common misunderstanding of my work. The idea that the practice is rare.

**Good Enough Evaluation**

Evaluating Faculty, Author Gallery: Peter Elbow

For inclusion in a collection not mid-month and would welcome

Scholarly Articles

*Response to Kelly Ritter.* "Writing Program Administration, no. 1, 2011, p. 172.


"What is Real College Writing? Let the Disagreement Never End." *PHE: Writing Program Administration* 34.2 (Spring 2011).


(With Jane Daraio.) "A Unilateral Gradual Contract to Improve Learning and Teaching." *College Composition and Communication* 62.2 (December 2009).